The solutions to your needs

MyLab Eight
MyLab Seven
MyLab Alpha
Simple. Intuitive. Easy.

Understanding that each customer is unique, we have created a dedicated portfolio to match your different needs.

- **Intuitive** and versatile systems suitable for different environments, from the field to the clinic
- **Ergonomic tools** that improve productivity and reduce stress during scanning
- **High image resolution** to enhance details and body structures
- **Advanced technologies to support diagnosis** and treatment
- **Fusion imaging technology** that combines MRI and CT with ultrasound for intervention procedures

---

**Muscle stiffness evaluation**

**Needle enhancement**

**Microvascularization**

**Virtual Biopsy**

**Blood flow visualization**

---

Thank you for considering Esaote

We listen to your needs and work every day to provide the most advanced technologies and the most innovative design for you to excel in patient care.